The presented work investigates the differences in magnetic properties of free and supported clusters via ab-initio calculations. The electronic structure of the clusters was calculated using a spin polarized relativistic multiple-scattering Green's function formalism. We focus on Fe clusters of 2-9 atoms, either free or supported by Ni(001), and on Co clusters of 2-7 atoms, either free or supported by Au(111). For the supported clusters, the spin and orbital magnetic moments depend on the cluster size nearly monotonically, while for the free clusters large quasi-oscillations of magnetic moments with the cluster size were observed. Similarly, for supported clusters, the local spin magnetic moments decrease nearly linearly with increasing coordination number, while for free clusters of the same size range the trend is much more complicated. These findings are consistent with the fact that the spectral distribution function contains much sharper features for free clusters than for supported clusters. 
Introduction
Metallic clusters present an important class of new materials. Their properties are affected by their finite dimensions and by the high portion of surface atoms. This applies to both free clusters, which can be seen as giant molecules surrounded by vacuum, and supported clusters, which lie on a substrate. magnetism of clusters. On general grounds, one expects that the electronic states in clusters will be more localized than those in solids and, consequently, that the magnetic moments of atoms in clusters will be larger than those of atoms in the corresponding solids. Moreover, as the cluster size increases, one expects that magnetic moments of atoms in clusters should approach the bulk value. Experiments and calculations performed during the last two decades indicate that, for a broad range of systems, this indeed is the case. However, there appears to be an interesting difference between free and supported clusters: for free clusters, the average magnetic moment decreases with the increasing cluster size in a non-monotonic quasioscillatory way [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , while for supported clusters the magnetic moment decreases with the increasing cluster size nearly monotonically [7] [8] [9] [10] . Nevertheless, this difference cannot be regarded as well-established yet, because the studies of free or supported clusters so far have involved different cluster sizes and/or shapes and the results thus cannot be directly compared. The purpose of this work is to compare the dependence of magnetic moments on the cluster size for free clusters and for supported clusters, for identical cluster sizes and shapes. As specific examples, we consider Fe clusters  either free or supported by a magnetic Ni(001) surface, and Co clusters  either free or supported by a nonmagnetic Au(111) surface. In order to get a deeper insight, we also want to explore how the difference between free and supported clusters is reflected in the density of states and in the dependence of local magnetic moments on the coordination number. Knowing this will help in understanding the role of the substrate in general. As hinted above, the magnetic moments of free or supported Fe and Co clusters were calculated in the past; however, the geometries of the free and of the supported clusters were different. Theoretical investigations on free spherical (or compact) Fe clusters of up to ∼400 atoms were presented (see e.g., [3] [4] [5] [11] [12] [13] ), while for supported planar Fe clusters, systems with up to ∼20 atoms were considered (see e.g., [10, 14, 15] ). Magnetic moments of free mostly compact Co clusters were calculated for systems of up to ∼200 atoms (see e.g., [6, [16] [17] [18] ), while for supported planar or linear Co clusters, only systems of up to ∼10 atoms were considered [7-9, 19, 20] . The dependence of the local magnetic moments on the coordination number was also investigated for some free [4] or supported clusters [9, 10] but, again, the conclusions drawn for the free clusters and for the supported clusters cannot be directly compared because of the differences in the geometries.
Methodological framework

Systems Investigated
In order to see the bare effect of adding a substrate, we require that the free clusters investigated here have identical structures to the supported clusters (identical shapes and identical interatomic distances). The geometry of Fe clusters was taken from the work of Martinez et al. [14] ; the shapes of clusters of 2-9 atoms can be seen in Fig. 1 of [14] . The distances between Fe atoms are taken to be the same as between atoms at the Ni(001) surface, i.e., 2.489 Å. The distance of the supported clusters from the Ni(001) surface is the same as is the interplanar distance in bulk Ni.
As concerns the Co clusters, we focus on compact planar clusters of 2-7 atoms; the respective shapes are shown in Fig. 1 of [9] (note that for a 3-atom cluster, we employ the triangular structure and for a 5-atom cluster, we employ the half-moon structure). The distances between Co atoms are taken to be the same as between atoms at the Au(111) surface, i.e., 2.885 Å. The distance of the supported clusters from the Au(111) surface is the same as is the interplanar distance in bulk Au.
In all the cases, the direction of the magnetization was fixed perpendicular to the cluster plane (which means also perpendicular to the Ni(001) and Au(111) surfaces).
Computational scheme
The electronic and magnetic structure of the clusters was calculated within the ab-initio spin density functional theory, relying on the local spin density approximation (LSDA). The electronic structure is described, including all relativistic effects, by the corresponding Dirac equation (we can evaluate, therefore, not only the spin magnetic moment µ spin but also the orbital magnetic moment µ orb ). Our computational approach is based on the multiplescattering or Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (SPR-KKR) formalism [21] . The effective potentials were treated within the atomic sphere approximation (ASA). For the multipole expansion of the Green's function, an angular momentum cutoff of max =2 was used.
For the free clusters, the electronic structure problem is solved completely in the real space. For the supported clusters, we proceed in two steps. In the first step, the Green's function of a clean surface (a "host") is calculated by applying the tight-binding computational scheme [22] . In the second step, the supported clusters are treated as a perturbation to the clean surface and the Green's function of the new system is obtained self-consistently by solving the Dyson equation in a real space (embedded clusters of 87 sites were used). No supercells are thus involved. A more detailed description of the procedure can be found, e.g., in [23] .
In all the calculations, the vacuum region was represented by empty sites located at lattice points. The network of these empty sites was built so that an empty site was included if it was a first-, second-, or third-nearest neighbor to any cluster atom. We verified that keeping only second-nearest-neighbor empty sites would still be sufficient. Fig. 1 shows the spin-polarized density of states (DOS) at Fe atoms in a 2-atom cluster (free and supported by Ni(001)) and at Co atoms in a 2-atom cluster (free and supported by Au(111)). The DOS at the substrate atoms located just beneath the center of the adsorbed 2-atom cluster is shown as well. All the DOS curves shown here include a broadening by a Lorentzian curve with a full width at half maximum of 0.25 eV.
Results
Density of states
Several trends can be demonstrated by Fig. 1 . First, the DOS at Fe atoms exhibits more pronounced fine structure than the DOS at Co atoms. This may be connected with the fact that in the Fe clusters, the interatomic distance is smaller than in the Co clusters (2.489 Å vers. 2.885 Å) and, therefore, a more rich structure of the electronic levels evolves because of hybridization. Of course, internal effects connected with the different electronic structure of Fe and of Co can contribute as well. Another general trend illustrated by Fig. 1 is that the DOS for supported clusters is more smoothed and more broad than the DOS for free clusters. This is plausible: for supported clusters, hybridization with states of the substrate occurs and the valence band becomes more like that of a solid. Finally, one can see that the difference between the DOS for the free and for the supported clusters is larger at Fe atoms than at Co atoms. This can be understood by observing that the overlap between the DOS at Fe atoms and the DOS at Ni atoms is significantly larger than the overlap between the DOS at Co atoms and the DOS at Au atoms. The hybridization between electron states of the Fe clusters and electron states of the Ni substrate is thus larger than the hybridization between electron states of the Co clusters and electron states of the Au substrate. The changes in the DOS are in accordance with this.
We verified that all the trends mentioned here persist for all the cluster sizes we consider here (moreover, even for a complete monolayer). The trends highlighted here are thus quite general.
Size-dependence of average magnetic moments
Figs. 2-3 show average spin and orbital magnetic moments per atom (i.e., magnetic moments of the clusters divided by the number of constituting atoms) as a function of the cluster size. The difference between the free and the supported clusters is quite striking. Quite large quasi-oscillations of µ spin with the cluster size can be observed for the free clusters, while for the supported clusters µ spin depends on the cluster size nearly monotonically. Another point to note is that for some cluster sizes, supported clusters have larger µ spin than corresponding free clusters. This is surprising: one might expect that because of the presence of the surface, electron states in supported clusters would be more hybridized, giving thus rise to smaller µ spin than in free clusters. Figs. 2-3 demonstrate that this is not always the case. As concerns µ orb (Fig. 3) , there is an interesting difference between Fe and Co clusters: for the Fe clusters, the average µ orb per atom quasi-oscillates with the cluster size for the free clusters and is nearly constant for the supported clusters while for the Co clusters, the average µ orb per atom decreases with increasing cluster size nearly monotonically no matter whether the clusters are free or supported. Fig. 4 displays how the local spin magnetic moments at individual atoms in Fe or Co clusters depend on the coordination number. For supported clusters (upper panels), the decrease of µ spin with increasing coordination number is approximately linear. On the other hand, for free clusters of the same size range, no such simple formula could be used. Even though an overall decrease of µ spin with increasing coordination number can still be observed in the lower panels of Fig. 4 , there is quite a large spread of the µ spin values. The possibility to approximate the decrease of the local µ spin with increasing coordination number by a linear function for supported clusters of 2-9 atoms and not for corresponding free clusters is somewhat surprising. One might expect that for free clusters, there are no "disturbing" substrate atoms and hence the linear dependence of µ spin on the coordination numbers, observed earlier for supported clusters of up to 9 atoms [10] , would be even more valid. For free spherical Fe clusters of 9-89 atoms, namely, such a linear function could be employed [4] . Thus one might expect that this would hold for smaller clusters as well. On the other hand, the fact that local spin magnetic moment µ spin depends on the coordination number nearly monotonically for supported clusters while it defies the monotonic dependence for free clusters goes in parallel with the dependence of average µ spin on the cluster size for the two types of systems (see Sec. 3.2 above).
Dependence of local µ spin on the coordination number
Discussion
Our results indicate that for the free clusters, the sizeand site-dependence of magnetic moments is much more complex than for analogous supported clusters. This is in line with the fact that for the free clusters, peaks in the DOS or spectral distribution function, respectively, are more sharp than for the supported clusters (strictly speaking, for free clusters one has isolated energy levels while for supported clusters one has energy bands). Small changes in the position of the peaks relative to E F can thus lead to big changes in the magnetic moments in the free clusters.
From a technical point of view, there is also another reason for a non-monotonic behaviour of magnetic moments in free clusters. Namely, the total µ spin of a free cluster has to be an integer (because of the normalization of wave functions of bound states), which means that the average µ spin per atom can only be an integer divided by the number of atoms in the cluster (assuming that µ spin is measured in µ B ). This clearly restricts the set of values which are in principle available for the average µ spin per atom. For supported clusters, no such restriction applies because the wave functions represent continuum states.
Our calculations were performed for spherically symmetric ASA potentials. This approximation will probably affect the values of the magnetic moments. However, we focus not on single systems but on whole sets of clusters. Because we use the same computational techniques and the same approximations for all the clusters, one can assume that our general conclusions about the differences between free and supported clusters  as concerns the dependence of their magnetic moments on the cluster size and on the coordination numbers  would remain valid even if the ASA was abandoned.
Our study focuses on systems where no structural relaxation was attempted. Theoretical studies of Fe clusters on Ni(001) [14] , of Co clusters on Cu(001) [24] or of a Co p(2×2) ad-layer on Pt(111) [25] suggest that the distance between the substrate and the supported clusters decreases by 10-20% if the structural relaxation is accounted for. Consequently, µ spin of supported clusters decreases by 5-10% and µ orb decreases by about 20%. As concerns the density of states, it was shown earlier for Co clusters on Au(111) that the decrease of the interatomic distances does not alter the general shape of the DOS  the width of the valence band just increases [9] . Importantly, the changes caused by the structural relaxation are all in the same direction (this was observed also for Co clusters embedded in a surface [26] or in the bulk [27] ). Therefore, one can expect that including structural relax-ations in our study would lead to quantitative but not qualitative changes and that the systematic trends would be the same. The big difference between the size-and site-dependence of magnetic moments in free clusters and in supported clusters implies that the role of the substrate is quite significant; it does not act merely as a support that fixes the geometry of the clusters. It makes thus sense to try to optimize magnetic properties of supported clusters by choosing a suitable substrate. Also for that purpose, it might be interesting to explore in the future how the substrate affects the systematics not only of magnetic moments but also of magnetic anisotropy energy. Likewise, it would be interesting to understand what is the influence of the substrate on the temperature-dependence of magnetic moments in clusters [28, 29] .
Conclusions
By comparing calculated properties of free and supported clusters of identical geometries, we demonstrate that magnetic moments in free clusters are non-monotonic functions of the cluster size and of the coordination number, while the magnetic moments in supported clusters depend on these parameters nearly monotonically. The substrate affects thus magnetism of clusters in a very decisive way.
